
Exercises for Nearest Common Ancestors

Philip Bille

Simple Tree Labeling Schemes Let T be a rooted tree with n nodes. Design the following
labeling schemes:

1. A sibling labeling scheme: Assign labels to nodes to support the following query

• lsibling(label(v),label(w)): Return true iff v and w are siblings (i.e., have the same
parent).

2. An adjacency labeling scheme: Assign labels to nodes to support the following query

• ladjacency(label(v),label(w)): Return true iff v and w are adjacent in T .

3. An ancestor labeling scheme: Assign labels to nodes to support the following query

• lancestor(label(v),label(w)): Return true iff v is an ancestor of w.

Make the maximum length of labels as small as possible.

Lexicographic Comparison Let x and y be bitstrings stored in the rightmost (least signifi-
cant) bits of two memory words. Given their lengths |x| and |y| show how to compare x and y
lexicographically in constant time.

Path Decompositions Consider the following path decompositions.

• The leaf-heavy decomposition picks a leaf heavy child with maximum number of descendant
leaves at each node and classify that as a leaf heavy node. The remaining nodes are leaf
light nodes. The leaf-lightdepth of a tree T with n nodes is the maximum number of edges
to leaf light nodes on a root-to-leaf path in T . Show that the leaf-lightdepth of T is at most
O(log `), where ` is the total number of leaves in the tree.

• *The long-path decomposition picks a long child of maximum depth at each node and classify
that as a long node. The remaining nodes are short nodes. The shortdepth of a tree T with
n nodes is the maximum number of edges to short nodes on a root-to-leaf path in T . What
bounds on the shortdepth of a tree can you give?

Range Minimum Queries Let A be an array A of n integers. Show how to preprocess A in
O(n) space to support the following range minimum query in constant time:

• RMQ(i, j): Return the minimum element among A[i], A[i+ 1], . . . , A[j].

Hint: Find a connection to nearest common ancestors.

Label Length Encoding In our parent labeling scheme the query algorithm needs to know
the value dlog ne to properly extract the two parts of the label. What if the algorithm does not
know this value? Show how to add O(log log n) bits to all labels allowing us to uniquely decode
the parts of the label without knowing dlog ne.
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Routing Schemes Let T be a tree with n nodes. For node v, the edges incident to v are
numbered by 1, . . . , d, where d is the degree of v. We consider compact distributed data structures
for routing information in trees. We want to assign each node v two labels:

• An address label A(v).

• A routing label R(v).

The address labels must be unique for each node. The routing label should support the following
query:

• nextlabel(R(v), A(w)): Return the number of the edge out of v on the path to w. If w = v
return 0.

Solve the following exercises.

1. Suppose that you are given an assignment of unique identifiers to the nodes of T as address
labels. Each identifier (the address label) uses dlog ne bits. Assign compact routing labels
to each node v that support nextlabel queries. The routing label for a node v should have
length O(n log d), where d is the degree of v.

2. Show how to how to assign compact address labels and routing labels to the nodes of T to
support nextlabel queries. For a node v, the length of the address label should be O(log n)
and the length of the routing label should be O(d log n).

*Constant Time Lnca Queries Given two labels label(v) and label(w) we consider how to
compute lnca(label(v), label(w)) fast. We break a possible solution into a sequence of smaller
steps. First, suppose that your computer supports the following special instructions on a word x:

• rmb(x): Return the word containing a 1 in the position of the rightmost (least significant
bit) 1 in x and 0 in all other positions.

• rightsmear(x): Return the word containing a 1 in all positions to right of the rightmost 1 in
x and 0 in all other positions.

• parity(x): Return true iff x contains an even number of 1 bits.

For example, if x = 001011002 then rmb(x) = 0010000002, rightsmear(x) = 000000112, and
parity(x) is false.

1. Show that if we can support the above operations in constant time we can compute lnca in
constant time.

2. Show how to implement rightsmear in constant time using only standard operations.

3. Show how to avoid the parity operation by encoding an additional O(log n) bits into each
label.

4. Conclude that we can implement a nca labeling scheme in constant time assuming only rmb
as a special operation.

5. The Tabulation Trick: Suppose that we have at our disposal O(nε) space for any constant
ε > 0 for a global table. Show how to use this space to support rmb in constant time.

Mandatory Exercise: Tree Distance Labeling Schemes Let T be a rooted tree with n
nodes. Show how to assign labels to nodes to support the following query

• ldistance(label(v),label(w)): Return the number of edges between v and w on the unique
path between them.

The label length should be O(log2 n) bits.
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